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SumnarY 

Transductors are used as current measuring devices 
in the rrain accelsrator quadrupole mer supply feed- 
back loop and as mnitors in the di@e circuit. The 
development of these transductors is described, start- 
ing with the basic series - connected (Kraemr) trans- 
ductor circuit, and adding the features of biasing and 
a voltage follcwer to obtain improved linearity and 
high slewing rate. 

Introduction 

Current transductors are members of the magnetic 
amplifier familylr*, andare scmatims called. 
D.C.C.T.'s or D. C. Current Transformrs3. Like the 
saturable reactor, the transiiuctor can be series4 or 
parallel5 connected. Fry6 gives a ccmparisonof the 
series and shunt connection s&ems, as does Jackson7. 
Test results8 are available on scxw ccnmarcial units 
and custom designsg. 

At Fermilab, transductors are used as current 
measuring devices in the main accelerator guadrupole 
power supply feedback loop. Precise current regulation 
is required both at injection tine and at extraction 
tire. At injection the effective aperture in the 
accelerator is a sensitive function of the quadrupole 
current. The tolerance at injection for stable opera- 
tion is t4OmA out of a current of 88 amps. At high 
energy good regulation is required to insure a smooth 
slazi spill out of the machine when resonant extraction 
is used. ‘\t a peak current in the quadrupoles of 6500 
amps at500 CeVt.heguadrU@e currehtmustbe regu- 
lated to ?2OOr@L In order to accomplish this degree of 
regulation over the range 88 - 6600 amps it was neces- 
sary in the past to e@oy a nmber of different cur- 
rent or field probes, each with a limited range. The 
switching frcm one probe to another was a constant 
source of difficulty. The transductors are able to 
function over the entire range of quadrupole current. 
The only switching reguired is in the analog to digital 
converter which oomnunicates with the power supply con- 
trol cmputer. 

Dismmsion of Problem Areas 

Existing transductors appear well suited to the 
measurement and control of constant or slowly-changing 
currents, but fail to meet our requirements for good 
sensitivity over a wide dynamic range of current, and 
u; addition fail to track a rapidly-changing current 
with sufficient accuracy. Let ma restate these prob- 
lerr~~ and add a third problm. 

1. Insensitivity at 113~ current. 
2. Scrims lay errors at high rates of change of 

current. 
3. Amoying &rift with. temperature change. 

Figs. 1 and 2. The 60 fcotcablepemits the electron- 
ics chassis to be outside the cage in a conventional 
rack-and panel amfirguration. 

Fig. 1 7,500 Amp Transductors IGonitoring Bend Current. 
View inside magnet cage. 

BX;IUSE! the mgnet circuits would be dangerous if 
expseci, it was desirable to design the transductor Fig.2 ?*ro 500 Amp Transductors Wasuring the Bend 

coil head as a package separated from the associated minus Quad Difference Current. View inside 

clectrcnics by NI intcroomecting cable. The coil head magnet cage. 

is muntcd on bus&us inside a locked. magnet cage, 

* ;3pcratEl by Un:versities Research Association Inc. Transductors of tsm different current razqes have 
Under Contract with the United States Energy ‘hen installed: -25 to +500 Amps, and -25 to +7,500 
Research and Devclopm??t Administration. !Jrps . For simplicity, the coil heads and the inter- 
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connecti?g cables for the ~WJ current ranges were made 
identical. The electronics chassis contain different 
burden resistors, 100 ohms and 5 ohms respectively, 
for the two cases. The 500 Amp transductor has an 
output of 40 millivolts/amp turn, while the 7,500 Amp 
transductor has an output of 2 mV/anp turn. 

The techniques adoptedtominimize the stated 
problems included biasing of the transductor operating 
point, cancellation of IR drop and displacement current 
via a voltage follm, and water-ccoled packaging, 
For clarity, these techniques will be discussed sepa- 
rately, although the reader will recognize that there 
is significant interdependence. 

Description of Tapesund Magnetic Cores 

All cores are identical in size and encased in 
phenolic core boxes. The msions of the uncased 
cores are: I.D. = 7 inches, O.D. = 7-l/2 inches, tape 
width = l/2 inch, tape thickness - 4 mils. The materi- 
al of cores 1 and 2 is Super Sguare 80 (Magnetic Netals 
Company) and the nmterial of cores 3 and 4 is Super 
Perm 80 (Magnetic Netals Ccmpany). All cores are mund 
with exactly 2500 turns of #18 Heavy Fonnvar copper 
magnet wire: the winding resistance is approximately 
5 ohms, the inductance (very approximately) 50 henries. 

Insensitivity at Iow Current 

Figure ?A, the transfer function between busbar 
current and signal output, illustrates this problem. 
At currents approachinq zero, the output of the simple 
circuit ceases to be a function of the input, and there 
is a characteristic offset related tc the magnetizing 
current of the magnetic cores. Figure 3B is the solu- 
tion adopted; the zero current mrkinq point is reposi- 
tioned to a linear part of the transfer function by 
r~ans of bias. Figure 4 sham the bias circuit; 55 
ampere-turns of constant current is inserted in square- 
loop 4-79 psrmalloy cores 1 and 2 but bucked out before 
it reaches the output. The 25Oturnwindinqs areused, 
rather that the full2500turns,to reduce the reguired 
compliance voltage of the 220 mA regulator to 16 volts: 
otherwise the voltage would be 160 volts. Thetsmcur~ 
rent regulators use a comn zener voltage reference, 
and to first order, reference instability is canceled. 
A slight trimming of the 22 mA circuit adjusts for zero 
offset at the output. 

Fiqure 5 shows the effectiveness of the bias; the 
transfer function 5A very close to zero current has the 
same slope as the full-range relationship 5B. For the 
7,500 m transductor, the 22 mA bias current is mcd- 
dated slightly d-ward with increasing busbar current 
to linearize the high current end of the transfer func- 
tion. 

Lag Errors and the Voltage Follmr 

Lag errors are related tc the filtering one em- 
ploys, yet scne filtering is necessary. It is clear 
that obtaining a curve like 5A would be difficult if 
the output noise were appreciable. A voltage follaer 
to be described permits very law noise without lag. In 
the completed device, the noise corresponds to 1.5 mu 
of busbar Lurrent; the main noise component is 120 Hz 
sinewave (= 2x power frequency). 

Fiqure 6 shows the ripple filtering arrangement, 
using coils 3 and 4 simultaneouslv as filter inductors 
and also as wideband current transfomers coupled to 
the bcsbar. This resembles the Windsor circuit men- 
tioned by Jackson but C2 of Fig. 6 does not connect to 
ground but to a &point B instead. Point B, for signal 

voltage, -. "bounces" with point B'. This bouncer tech- 
nique elimina tes avelocitylagerrorthatvmldother- 
wise crane about due to capacitor charging current in 
c2. A furtherimportantdifferenceisthatcore3 
contains exactly the sama nur&er of turns (2500) as 
the other cores. The nemrk Rl-Cl, R2-C2, Coil 3, 
Coil 4 is approximately critically damped. Rl = 47Os1, 
Cl = 500pf, I?2 = 330R and c2 = 10Ouf. 
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EFFECT 
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Fig. 3. Extension of Dynamic Range 
by Biasing. 

It should be mentioned that tie ripple voltage 
across the bridqe rectifier is reduced to 2 volts 
pk-pk by Rl-Cl. The ripple voltage remains almost 
constantat2Vover thewhole current range. Also, 
the D.C. voltage difference between the + and - tenni- 
nals of the bridge rectifier is maintained negligible 
(a fm millivolts) throughout the busbar current range 

by driving the - bridge terminal to "follcxr" the + 
bridge terminal, as the reader can observe by follow- 
ing the signal path through the operational amplifier. 

The voltage follaJer technique does a n&r of 
useful things: 

1. IX drop in the burden resistor and in coils 
3 and 4 is -sated; as far as the basic 2- core 
transductir is concerned (coils 1 and 2), it is oper- 
atinq into a D.C. short-circuit. ,This improves line- 
arity at the high-curr ent end of the transfer function 
Fig.-5B. 

2. Ihe restriction on current Sle&.nq rate is 
liftedbecause it is n~possible to find a point B 

that follows B'. The circuit follo.+s current changes 
at rates frun zero to greater than 1,000 amps/micro- 
second. 

3. The A.C. Tmltage at the bridge remains small 
(-2V.) at all times, rather than varying with the bus- 
bar current. 

Maintaining thisA.C. voltage small improves the 
temperature ccefficient, partly because displacement 
and loss currents in the wire winding dielectric are 
ICW, and partlykmzuase the flux operating points of 
cores 1 and 2 are better stabilized. 

The schematic for the 500 Amp transductor is 
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Fermilab 0435.06-EE-46041; the 7,500 Amp, E-45928. 
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Drift with Temperature 

&cd heat transfer certainly aids thermal stabil- 
ity. For this reason and for shielding, the trans- 
ductor coils are potted in altium shells (water- 
cooled) with high thermal conductivity epxy. Because 
of tin-e limitations extensive heat runs have not been 
made; it was measured that at zero busbar current, the 
teqerature coefficient is below 1 mA/'C. 

Casparisons 

Transductors present advantages and disadvantages. 
I list a few pertinent to high performance applica- 
tions: 

I5 I< 13 0 
OUTPUT ‘0 &ANSFER 
y;t;: 0 FUNCTION 

I/‘- 

OVER FULL 
6 RANGE 

4 

2 

012,455 I 7.5 
B”SB.@,R CURRENT- Itibmp, 

Fig. 5. Result of Bias. 

-25 TO+7,500 AMPS 

OUTPUT 

3X VOLTAGE FOLLOWER 

Fig. 6. Voltage Follower Compensation of 
IR Drop in Burden Resistor and Coils 3 and 4. 
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Transductor Disadvantages 

1. Som sensitivity to stray magnetic field. Bus- 
bar should be centered, retum circuits either far re- 
mved or coaxial, and stray fields above a fw gauss 
shielded out. 

2. Magnetic cores may have to be selected. Wind- 
ings must be symetrical and uniform. StXdy capaci- 
tances are to be kept constant or balanced. Stable 
dielectrics around the AC windings are necessary. 

3. The burden resistor must be stable to achieve 
a stable voltage transfer function. 

4. Cores 1 and 2 introduce a small 2nd harmnic 
voltage into the circuit being neasured. 

Transductor Advantages 

1. The device is long-term stable and rugged. 
Severe overloads of either forward or reverse current 
produce no permanent offset. 

2. Electrostatic shielding is easy to add, and 
can be made excellent if required. 

3. Currentsummingordifferencingcanbe per- 
formad on high-potential isolated circuits. 

4. There is no added pwer loss in the high cur- 
rent circtit. 

5. The output is a high-level signal. 

Special Features of the Present Units 

1. Linearity is preserved down to zero current. 
2. The output follows from D.C. to rates of cur- 

rent change ahwe lOOOArrps/microsecond. 
3. Signal transport delay is negligible. Exclud- 

ing cables, the delay is less than 50 nanoseconds. 
There are no amplifiers after the burden resistor. 
The bandwidth is flat C3dB frcxn D.C. to > l.MHz. 

4. The zercl-current offsets are very small: 
Equivalerlt 

?araneter Rangeof Parameter Busbar Current 
Line Voltage 110-125 V.A.C. +1mA 
Line Fi-quenc3; 58-63 Hz -1.1 In?& 
Ambient Temperature 8'-42" C -0.6 m&PC 
Current Regulator 
Reference Voltage t 1% i: .2 mA/% 

Conclusions 

These transductors were placed in service in May 
1974, and have perfonxd well. They passed unscathed 
through a SKI week shutdown in December 1974, involv- 
ing busbar rearrangement and relocation of coil heads. 
The 500 anyere difference transductors (Bend minus 
Quad) have at times been subjected to the full bend 

current or the full quad current with nodetectible 
after-effects the rregnetic history of cores 1 and 2 
is indeed erased by the AC carrier. 

An esthetic objection one could have for the 
7,500 ampere transductor design is the 45 watt dissi- 
pation in each coil and in the burden resistor at full 
scale, when all one really needs is a voltage for an 
A to D cmwerter. It isterqtingto try (next time) 
a two-stage, cascade transductor in which the busbar 
current is stepped down from 7,500 Anps to say, 0.1 
Amp to reduce coil loss and keep the burden resistor 
per dam toawatt. It is clear that the perform- 
ance of a 2 stage unit would be quite acceptable. 
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